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Pipeline

Pipeline is a synergistic team development event where each sub-team will build a portion
of a larger marble delivery system. Ultimately, all these sections come together for an
incredible ending display of creativity, precision, and execution.

With teams collaborating to carefully plan each stage of their building strategy, every
participant is given the opportunity to contribute to the concept, design, branding, and
production of the pipeline. The program begins with a fun and challenging mini-Pipeline
kickoff activity, which will energize and inspire teams for the latter stages of this multifaceted
event.

The tension builds during an initial planning stage leading to the construction of the Pipeline
using construction materials which may include bamboo, plastic PVC piping, rope and tying
materials. Communication and collaboration with other teams are essential, as marbles
must travel freely from one end to the other, aided only by the laws of physics!

After an exciting testing phase to expose and correct any inadequate links, participants will
then witness the very first successful delivery along the entire length of the structure,
analogous to a real-world product delivery system.

To ensure a great experience, aspects of these activities may be modified for your group
size, group makeup, time available, and other variables.

Clients Talk About this Program
  

The level of professionalism the Best Corporate Events staff demonstrated was great
because we had some moving parts and they were very helpful and flexible. Our group had
fun and enjoyed their event very much; especially the end result of making the gum balls go
all the way through their Pipeline.
Betty - Amazon

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/pipeline  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:

  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

30 to 1,000+

Team Size:

5 to 8

Program Length:

1.5 to 2 hours

Space Requirement

30 sq. ft. per person - large open
space, indoors or outdoors
(ballroom, gym, or similar large
open meeting space)

Setting:

Indoor / Outdoor

Physicality:

  What's Included?
  

  Pricing varies depending upon the
number of participants (minimum of
30) and includes the team building
program, prep, production
coordination and all materials,
program design, a professional
facilitator and staffing.  
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